
 

Day 2  

Transmission 29:48  

Music - Daniel Schotsborg - Holo Meditations: Luscious Water 

 

As waves of Light frequency wash throughout your body, the preparation and clearing of your 

Divine Vehicle continues. The Cosmic acupuncture from day 1 allows the templates of Light, 

which hold old paradigm energies, to begin loosening, dislodging, unraveling from many layers 

of your energy systems and cellular structures. This then allows the release of deeply embedded 

energy patterns, thought forms and DNA patterns from our matrix. 

With pin-point laser precision, beams of Light frequency begin to pulse into the pineal. This 

allows the physical decalcification process to amplify. These beams of Light frequency surround 

the pineal, providing a unified pulse-wave to gently stimulate and activate the removal of any 

build-up preventing Light from penetrating the gland effectively. 

In addition, a cellular flush sequence is started. This may produce physical detoxification 

systems as your body clears dense energies from the bones, blood, cells, etc. All layers of your 

body are systematically pulsed to allow this to happen with ease and grace. 

During this pulse-wave and cellular flush, you may experience flashes of past life memories, as 

the templates holding the old paradigm energies are removed from your matrix. Just be the 

observer, the witness, and allow your awareness to simply acknowledge what you are being 

shown and surrender the lower personality’s desire to resist change. 

Remember to take care of your physical body during this series. Much is transpiring at the 

cellular levels, as well as the energetic level, to change and upshift the way your entire system 

perceives Light. This is what enables the expansion of your perception - as all expansion requires 

change. Embrace this process and remember each day to set your intention to receive ALL that is 

available for your spiritual awakening and soul growth. 
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